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l	 The issue of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF) Treaty has 
surged as one of the critical factors in U.S-Russian relations, contributing to 
their even greater deterioration while exerting a negative impact on Moscow’s 
future ties with Washington.

l	 The INF Treaty has outlived its purpose, in both formal and real terms. The 
pact does not take into account the current state of military confrontation be-
tween Russia and the West nor does it include how nuclear weapons have deve-
loped worldwide over the past thirty years. It also neglects the fact that a large 
group of countries that are not covered by the pact has in their nuclear stockpi-
le medium-range missiles. Among such states is China, whose atomic arsenal 
keeps posing a threat to the United States and its Asian allies. 

l		 While bringing the matter of the INF compliance to a head, Washington felt 
inspired by two major motives. First, it could no longer give the nod to being 
the only side to comply with the treaty while the other party, seen as a severe 
risk to U.S. security, breaches the provisions of the deal by making attempts to 
construct a forbidden weapon. Secondly, from Washington’s point of view, any 
mechanism to limit further proliferation of medium-range weapons will make 
sense only if it embraces China within its framework.

l		 Although the United States first informed about Russia’s violation of the INF 
Treaty in 2014, the first signs had appeared as early as in 2007. But before 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, the Obama administration had not raised any 
public concerns over breaching the treaty. As reported in late 2016 and early 
2017, these missile launchers entered into military service. The U.S. Pentagon 
said back then that Russia had already formed a few brigade sets of an upgra-
ded version of its Iskander missile systems outfitted with Novator 9M729 me-
dium-range cruise missiles, known by its NATO codename SSC-8. Some of the 
U.S. allies even confirmed Moscow’s noncompliance with the INF Treaty.

l		 The INF’s demise has a much greater political undertone rather than any actual 
impact on altering the strategic situation in its military aspect. Although still 
in force, the pact has not prevented Russia from posing risks of missile attacks 
against targets located across Europe. Such a danger arose after Moscow had 
furnished its Baltic Fleet and Black Sea Fleet vessels with the Kalibr missiles.

l		 The INF’s failure may be soon followed by that of the New START nuclear 
disarmament deal after the United States declared no willingness to extend the 
treaty after February 2012. The collapse of the arms control system does not 
have any significant impact on the actual balance of power and military poten-
tial of the United States and Russia. Moscow has long had medium-range mis-
siles while having made efforts to develop new types of its supersonic weaponry 
independently of the INF Treaty.
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LAUNCHING A MISSILE FROM AN ISKANDER-M LAUNCHER.
SOURCE: MIL.RU
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Targeted at Western Euro-
pe, Soviet-made weapons 
aimed to intimidate Eu-
ropean NATO members 
and led to a fissure betwe-
en Europe and the United 
States. But a tough stance 
eventually has taken the 
upper hand in Bonn, Paris 
and London.

In 1976, the Soviet Union started fielding  
a new intermediate-range missile complex 
called the RSD-10 Pioneer (given the reporting 
name SS-20 Saber by NATO). In his January 
1977 speech delivered in Tula, General Secreta-
ry of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
Leonid Brezhnev said it would be absurd and 
unfounded to believe that the Soviet Union 
was striving for strategic superiority over the 
West. What he said accelerated a few months 
later the process of deploying two new missiles 
to military units per week. A total number  
of 650 Pioneers were then dispatched, U.S. 
sources reported. Fielding SS-20 medium-ran-
ge ballistic missiles raised Europe’s concerns 
over upsetting a military balance between the 
two blocs. In December 1979, NATO decided 
to respond to Soviet deployments of the SS-20 
by fielding in Europe U.S.-made medium-ran-

ge ballistic missiles in a step that coincided 
with Washington’s talks with Moscow to set 
boundaries for the possession of such kinds  
of weapons. Under the Alliance’s decision,  

The INF Treaty
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464 Tomahawk ground-launched cruises 
missiles and 108 upgraded Pershing-2 missiles 
were installed in European NATO allies. But 
any attempts to convince Moscow to set nucle-
ar boundaries were doomed to fail. U.S. Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan proposed his Zero Option 
plan, offering not to proceed with the deploy-
ment of Pershing and Tomahawk missiles if the 
Soviet Union removes its SS-20s. The Soviets 
rejected Reagan’s proposal and continued to 
field its SS-20s in Europe while planning to 
deploy additional short-range missiles, all this 
despite Brezhnev’s public declarations on 
„freezing” the Russian missile armaments 
program. In 1975, there were 567 warheads on 
intermediate-range missiles deployed to the 
European part of the Soviet Union and the 
countries of the Eastern Bloc. By 1983, these 
missiles – including the SS-20 medium-range 
ballistic missiles – were loaded with 1,374 
warheads in total. 

Targeted at Western Europe, Soviet-made 
weapons aimed to intimidate European NATO 
members and led to a fissure between Europe 
and the United States. But a tough stance 
eventually has taken the upper hand in Bonn, 
Paris and London. UK’s Prime Minister Mar-
garet Thatcher was the first to react while 
ordering to field 144 U.S.-made Tomahawk 
cruise missiles on British soil. In 1983, West 
Germany began deploying Pershing-2 ballistic 
missiles, selecting the USSR’s SS-20 launch sites 
as an object of attack. Although Pershing-II 
missile could not boast of the capacity or range 
comparable to these of Pioneer, it surpassed its 
Soviet-made rival in terms of accuracy. This 
posed risks to the Soviet underground com-
mand centers, Moscow worried, though the 
United States had long warned it could di-
spatch its missiles. Soviet Defense Minister 

Dmitry Ustinov said at the Politburo meeting 
that a Pershing-2 rocket is capable of reaching 
Moscow in as little as six minutes, giving the 
Soviet leadership no chance to hide in fallout 
shelters. Soviet KGB officers said NATO might 
brace for a surprise nuclear missile attack on 
the USSR1. In response to Reagan’s Pershings, 
the Kremlin deployed its latest short-range 
missile, the OTR-23 Oka (SS-23 Spider), to 
Eastern Europe.

After the first batches of Pershing arrived in 
the United Kingdom and West Germany in 
1983, the Soviets suspended further negotia-
tions. The following two years saw a period  
of tensions running high between the Eastern 
bloc and the West, with the risk of the outbreak 
of the greatest nuclear war since the Cuban 
Missile Crisis. When Mikhail Gorbachev came 
to power in 1985, and the Soviet Union’s 
economic situation deteriorated dramatically, 
preventing the country from taking part in  
a further arms race and deploying its medium-
-range missiles. U.S.-Russian negotiations 
came to a standoff due to obstruction from 
hard-line Soviet generals and marshals. Diplo-
mats who held talks with their U.S. counter-
parts were barred from conducting further 
discussions. For instance, Yuli Kvitsinsky, who 
served as one of the top Soviet negotiators, had 
never before seen a Pioneer (SS-20) missile. 
The Soviet military failed to inform foreign 
ministry officials about many details, a move 
that led to numerous discrepancies in the 
number of missiles evoked by the Americans 
and the Soviets. But U.S. representatives 
happened to know about Soviet-made weapons 
more than their Soviet peers, mostly thanks  
to information handed over by the intelligence 
service.

[1] https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/project/able-archer-83-sourcebook
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WASHINGTON, DECEMBER 8, 1987. RONALD REAGAN AND MIKHAIL GORBACHEV 
SIGN THE INF TREATY. 

SOURCE: RONALD REAGAN PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY
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The talks ended in success, enabling Reagan 
and Gorbachev to ink the Intermediate-Range 
Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty on December 8, 
1987, in Washington2. Reagan’s Zero Option 
was adopted. The deal banned intermediate-
-range ballistic missiles (IRBM)3 and medium-
-range ballistic missiles (MRBM)4, with ranges 
between 500 and 5,500 kilometers. The INF 
Treaty prohibited ballistic and ground-laun-
ched cruise missiles loaded with either conven-
tional or nuclear warheads. The atomic disar-
mament deal provided for dismantling all 
existing arsenals while barring both parties 
from possessing, producing or flight-testing 
missiles. The INF Treaty came into force in the 
summer of 19885. By June 1991, Washington 
destroyed 846 weapons under the agreement, 
while Moscow had to dismantle as many  
as 1,846, along with their launchers. The pact 
forbade producing or possessing missile 

Signed on December 8, 
1987, the INF Treaty provi-
ded for the dismantlement 
of intermediate-range and 
medium-range missiles, 
with ranges between 500 
and 5,500 kilometers.
launchers or bodies but had no reference  
to warheads. Moscow agreed to dismantle its 
SS-20 Saber missiles and short-range OTR-23 
Oka weapons, even though the range of the 
latter was much smaller than those stipulated 
by the treaty. Washington scrapped its Per-
shing-2 ballistic missiles and BGM-109G 
cruise missiles. The pillar of the treaty was  
a strict obligation to control Washington and 
Moscow to verify whether the two parties  

[2] https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/avc/trty/102360.htm
[3] Intermediate-range ballistic missile
[4] Medium-range ballistic missile
[5] http://www.armscontrol.ru/start/rus/docs/rsmd.htm
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[6] Ground launched cruise missile

to the agreement fulfill their mutual commit-
ments. Both countries managed to dismantle 
their respective nuclear arsenals a few months 
before the fall of the Soviet Union. Under the 
document, on-site inspection activities ended 
in 2001. The INF Treaty established the Special 
Verification Commission to act as an imple-
menting body for the treaty aimed at resolving 
questions of compliance or serving as a plat-
form to file objections. It has met thirty times, 
with the most recent meetings taking place in 
November 2016 and December 2017.

The Soviet Union destroyed many more of its 
missiles than the United States did. The INF 
Treaty did not apply to medium-range we-
apons deployed at sea or in the air,  giving  
a distinct advantage to Washington. By the 
early 1990s, the Americans had thousands of 
Tomahawks fielded on warships and submari-
nes, as well as AGM-86 ALCM cruise missiles 
on warplanes. The Soviet arsenal seemed much 
more modest in this respect, though in  
the 1980s, Moscow established the weapons 
production like that of America’s Tomahawk 
cruise missile. Among such rockets were the 
S-10 sea-launched missiles, the Kh-55 air-laun-
ched cruise missiles and the ground-launched 
KS-122, which were destroyed under the INF 
Treaty. It was the first arms control treaty that 

sought to dismantle ground-to-ground missiles 
that can be launched to rapidly attack the 
enemy, giving them no time to react. The INF 
pact was developed to diminish the risk of war. 
After the demise of the Soviet Union, the 
nuclear non-proliferation document encom-
passed Russia and the United States but Ukra-
ine, Belarus and Kazakhstan, former Soviet 
republics that had nuclear weapons. These 
three countries destroyed their atomic arsenal 
while Yeltsin’s Russia remained committed  
to observing the treaty. After Vladimir Putin 
came to power, Moscow began its efforts  
to rebuild and upgrade its military potential, 
drawing particular attention to its nuclear 
missile stockpile.

Moscow started to develop its medium-range 
missiles in the middle of the first decade of the 
21st century, a step that gave rise to Russian 
violations of the INF Treaty. A ground-laun-
ched cruise missile6 with a range of 500 kilo-

Prohibited tests

meters, the R-500/9M728, was being created 
for Iskander missile systems originally armed 
with ballistic missiles with a similar range.  
It referred to Moscow’s attempts, initiated back 
in 2007, to make sea-based cruise missiles 

Under the pact, the Soviet 
Union destroyed many 
more of its missiles than 
the United States did. Also, 
the agreement did not ap-
ply to medium-range we-
apons deployed at sea or 
in the air, giving a distinct 
advantage to Washington.
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Russia started to develop 
its medium-range missiles 
in the middle of the first 
decade of the 21st century. 
Since then, the country is 
said to have made attempts 
to violate the deal. As re-
ported, Russia launched 
rockets with a range of over 
500 kilometers during an 
operational test in 2008. 

denied its SSC-8s had breached the treaty, and 
the commission failed to be formed.

Testifying in front of the U.S. Congress in 
March 2017, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff General Paul J. Selva noted that the tre-
aty-violating system presents a risk to NATO 
facilities in Europe. In December 2017, the U.S. 
State Department offered specifics, identifying 
a 9M729 system as an extended-range ver-
sion of the Iskander-K, which is a short-range 
cruise missile. In early March 2018, the U.S. 
State Department accused Russia on Thursday 
of developing destabilizing nuclear weapons in 
violation of its treaty commitments after Rus-
sian President Vladimir Putin delivered  
a speech to the parliament. State Department 
spokeswoman Heather Nauert said Putin’s re-
marks showed Russia had breached its liabili-
ties under the nuclear arms reduction pact.

„We know our weapons perfectly. We also 
know that none of them violate our obligations 
under the treaty,” Russian Deputy Foreign 

Kalibr that is permitted under the treaty easily 
adaptable to ground-based launchers. Rus-
sia launched rockets with a range of over 500 
kilometers during an operational test in 2008. 
Despite being well aware of Moscow’s nuclear 
attempts, the Obama administration did not 
hand over information about Russia’s noncom-
pliance with the treaty to the U.S. Senate whose 
members discussed the ratification of the New 
START nuclear arms reduction deal. The docu-
ment entered into force in February 2011 after 
the reset policy had eventually reached  
its peak.

It was not until January 2014 that Washing-
ton informed its NATO allies that Russia was 
working on a missile that went against the INF 
Treaty. Soon after, Russia annexed the Crimean 
Peninsula from Ukraine and invaded eastern 
Ukraine’s Donbas region. In a report published 
in July 2014, the U.S. Department of State sta-
ted „the Russian Federation is in violation  
of its obligations under the INF Treaty not  
to possess, produce or flight-test a ground-
-launched cruise missile (GLCM) with a range 
capability between 500 and 5,500 kilometers 
or to possess or produce launchers of such 
missiles.” No other details, such as the name 
of the missile, were provided. Military analy-
sts believed to have identified a weapon as the 
SSC-8 ground-based cruise missile (NATO 
codename), or the 9M729 weapon, an upgra-
ded version of the 9M728 missile with a range 
of at least 2,500 kilometers. In 2015, along with 
long-range sea-launched and air-launched cru-
ise missiles, Russia embarked on production 
and deployment of the 9М729 ground-based 
cruise missile. The United States called in No-
vember 2016 for setting a special verification 
commission established under the treaty  
to deal with compliance issues. But Russia 
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Russia’s entering the Novator 9M729 missile 
into military service took place – and still does 
– among a wide-ranging disinformation 
campaign. Facing such overwhelming eviden-
ce, Russia has only recently decided to change 
its narrative, officially admitting that it is 
carrying out work on a 9M729 cruise missile 
yet denying that the weapon breaks the INF 
provisions. „We have never denied that work  
is underway to improve our nuclear missile 
arsenal. But the problem is that a 9M729 
missile has never been tested at a range prohi-

Novator enters military service

Minister Sergei Ryabkov said on November 26, 
2018, rebuking U.S. accusations of infringing 
the INF7 Treaty. Although Ryabkov insisted 
that Russia did not test its 9M729 missiles 
that could exceed the range permitted under 
the pact, the INF Treaty sees as a violation the 
mere possession of a weapon being able to fly 
further than such distance. Russian Deputy Fo-
reign Minister stressed that the 9M729 missile, 
which is an upgraded version of the Iskander-
-M system missile, was launched at the Kapu-
stin Yar testing ground on September 18, 2017. 
It was fired at its maximum range and believed 
to have covered „less than 480 kilometers.”8

On November 28, 2018, Dutch Foreign and 
Defense Ministers wrote in a joint letter to the 
country’s parliament that the Netherlands has 
obtained evidence of Russia’s violation of the 
INF pact. „The Netherlands can independen-
tly confirm that Russia has developed and is 
currently introducing a ground-based cruise 
weapon,” the letter read. This was the first 

time when a U.S. ally in Europe independently 
corroborated Washington’s earlier findings. 
Two days later, Germany’s Der Spiegel ma-
gazine wrote that the U.S. administration has 
intelligence information on the Russian-made 
missile, including satellite images taken during 
the missile’s flight as well as information about 
Russian companies and institutions involved 
in developing a rocket and a launcher9. In his 
statement published still the same day, Direc-
tor of National Intelligence (DNI) Dan Coats 
revealed for the first time much more evidence 
that the U.S. services collected to prove Russia-
’s noncompliance with the pact,10 saying that 
Moscow developed a flight test program consi-
sting of tests of the missile from both fixed and 
mobile launchers. Both of them were  
at the range capability permitted under the tre-
aty. „By putting the two types of tests together, 
Russia was able to develop a missile that flies  
to the intermediate ranges prohibited  
by the INF Treaty,” Coats said.

[7] http://www.mid.ru/ru/foreign_policy/news/-/asset_publisher/cKNonkJE02Bw/content/id/3420936
[8] Ibidem
[9] https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/usa-legen-nato-partnern-beweise-fuer-inf-vertragsbruch-durch-russland-vor-a-1241330.html
[10] https://www.dni.gov/index.php/newsroom/speeches-interviews/item/1923-director-of-%20national-intelligence-daniel-coats-on-russia-s-inf-treaty-
violation

bited by the pact,” Russian Deputy Foreign 
Minister Sergei Ryabkov said. A similar, lighter 
9M728 with a range limited to 500 km – and 
permitted under the treaty – was already 
mentioned much earlier, which allowed at least 
in part to conceal the possession of „forbid-
den” missiles from the public.

On January 23, 2019, the Russian Defense 
Ministry demonstrated to foreign military 
attaches and Russian and foreign media  
a missile that it called 9M729. The commander 
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ISKANDER-M LAUNCHER TESTED DURING MILITARY DRILLS.
SOURCE: MIL.RU
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Russia’s entering the Nova-
tor 9M729 missile into mi-
litary service is taking pla-
ce among a wide-ranging 
disinformation campaign. 
Facing such overwhelming 
evidence, Russia has only 
recently admitted that  
it is carrying out work on 
a 9M729 cruise missile yet 
denying that the weapon 
breaks the INF provisions.

than the previous 9M728 weapon. He also said 
that the maximum flight range of the 9M729 
equals 480 kilometers while arguing that the 
missile is supplied with fuel only in factory 
conditions, which prevents Russian troops 
from boosting its range by refuelling it at  
a military unit. The existing one provides „the 
maximum flight range as stipulated under the 
INF Treaty.” Russia claims that the 9M729 
missile is part of the Iskander-M missile system 
and, like its less upgraded version 9M728, can 
be fired from modified launch platforms on 
wheels that typically serve to launch short-ran-
ge ballistic missiles. 

How did Russia enter into possession of the 
upgraded version of the missile? Russia’s plan 
to “put two types of tests together,” as informed 
by Dan Coats, which permitted Moscow  
to work around the ban under the INF pact, 
referred to two variants of the missile. That 
missile, 9M728, was tested at least six times 
from a fixed site, with the longest test seeing 

of Russia’s Missile and Artillery Forces, Lieute-
nant-General Mikhail Matveyevsky told that  
a 9M729 missile is furnished with a higher 
nuclear warhead and a better guidance system 
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The Novator 9M729 is a 
ground-launched superso-
nic cruise missile, approxi-
mately 6-8 meters in length 
and 0.5 meter in diameter. 
With an upgraded engine, 
a missile may exceed 500 
kilometers in range thanks 
to extra fuel supplies.  
The weapon’s actual maxi-
mum range limit is betwe-
en 2,300 and 2,500 kilome-
ters, depending on which 
type of warhead it carries.

the missile fly to a range of 2,070 km11. The 
missile is very close to the12 Kalibr SLCM – it 
was developed by the same NPO Novator 
design bureau, hence its name 9M729 Novator. 
In the next stage, Russia tested the second 
version of its 9M729 missiles, both from the 
mobile launchers and within range limits 
stipulated by the INF Treaty.

The Russian 9M729 (SSC-8) ground-launched 
cruise missile (GLCM) is likely to be a ground-
-based version of the 3M-54 Kalibr missile, 
known under its NATO name of SS-N-27 
Sizzler. It was initially designated in U.S. 
reports as the SSC-X-8, but officials removed 
the „X” when it transitioned from an experi-
mental to operational weapon. The Novator 
9M729 is a ground-launched supersonic cruise 
missile, approximately 6-8 meters in length 
and 0.5 meter in diameter. The missile is 53 
centimeters longer than the 9M728 and may 
carry up to 100 liters more, which may result 
from an increased volume of its fuel tank. With 
an upgraded engine, a missile may exceed 500 
kilometers in range thanks to extra fuel sup-
plies. The weapon’s maximum range limit is 
between 2,300 and 2,500 kilometers, depen-
ding on which type of warhead it carries. The 
9M729 missile may be furnished with either 
conventional or nuclear warheads. The new 
launcher Iskander-M loads four missiles; the 
Iskander launches two.

Contrary to what Russia officially claimed, the 
Russian army had received the 9M729s long 
time before. But verifying missile deployment 
sites is a tough task, not only by the fact that 
this information is highly classified. A satellite 
image revealed the close similarity of the 
upgraded Iskander mobile launchers armed 
with 9M729 to classic Iskander mobile laun-

chers equipped with short-range ballistic 
missiles. Russian 9M729 missiles were first 
reported to have entered into military service 
in early 2017.

In February 2017, New York Times quoted  
a source in the U.S. administration as saying 
that Russia had secretly deployed two batta-
lions of the prohibited cruise missile at Russia’s 
leading missile test site at Kapustin Yar in the 
southwestern part of the country. But back in 
December 2016, one battalion was believed to 
have been shifted to an operational base 
elsewhere in the country, to the Kamyshlov 
testing site, as it later turned out13. U.S. Direc-
tor of National Intelligence Dan Coats said in 
late November 2018 that Russia has „fielded 
multiple battalions of 9M729 missiles, which 
pose a direct conventional and nuclear threat 
against most of Europe and parts of Asia.”

[11] https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-intelligence-russia-tried-to-con-the-world-with-bogus-missile
[12] Submarine-launched cruise missile
[13] https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/14/world/europe/russia-cruise-missile-arms-control-treaty.html
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[14] https://www.rferl.org/a/nato-discussing-its-response-to-a-world-with-more-russian-missiles-/29765901.html
[15] https://www.ridl.io/en/a-farewell-to-arms-control/

Quoted by the Western press as saying in 
February 2019, anonymous intelligence officers 
said that two more battalions were deployed in 
addition to what had been fielded back at the 
beginning of 2017, one in Mozdok in North 
Ossetia and one in Shuya near Moscow14. 
Germany’s Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntag-
szeitung newspaper said on February 10, 2019, 
that Russia had deployed its controversial 
9M729 cruise missile at more locations than 
previously thought. Citing an unidentified 
Western intelligence source, the German daily 
wrote that the SSC-8 missiles were deployed to 
as many as four battalions. In addition to  
a training battalion stationed at the rocket-te-
sting development site in Kapustin Yar (Astra-
khan Oblast), there were three more missile 
battalions in Kamyshlov, east of Yekaterinburg, 
in Mozdok in North Ossetia and Shuya, close 
to Moscow. If to assume that this is true, it 
would mean that Russia has at least 64 9M729 
missiles, with each battalion consisting of four 
launchers, with four weapons each. 

What may seem dubious is where the SSC-8 
battalions were dislocated. To cover the target 
areas, missiles should be stationed in the close 
vicinity of the Russian border. If to believe in 
what Moscow said about supplying weapons 
with fuel in factory conditions, this would 

mean that Russian-made 9M729 cruise missi-
les are not fit for long-distance road or rail 
transport. Also, they should be no more than 
150 kilometers from repair and maintenance 
bases with a stockpile of tactical nuclear 
weapons. Neither Shuya nor Mozdok meets 
these criteria15. The same is true of the missile 
brigades in Molkino (Krasnodar Krai), Kursk 
(Kursk Oblast), Totskoye (Chelyabinsk Oblast), 
Yelansky (Sverdlovsk Oblast), Ulan-Ude 
(Republic of Buryatia) and Birobidzhan (Je-
wish Autonomous Oblast). More missiles are 
likely to be fielded in Luga (Leningrad Oblast) 
or Ussuriysk (Primorsky Krai). Apart from 
Luga and Ussuriysk, 9M729 long-range gro-
und-based cruise missiles could theoretically 
be deployed in Chernyakhovsk (Kaliningrad 
Oblast) or Gorny (Zabaykalsky Krai). So 
Chinese and Mongolian territories could be 
within range, which makes this location highly 
improbable. Moscow would not seek Beijing’s 
sharp reaction, given that Russia is hoping to 
form a lasting alliance with China. It is also 
doubtful to field one of the battalions in the 
Ural, far away from potential targets. Using the 
maximum range capability of the 9M729 cruise 
missile is possible once weapons are dislocated 
close to the west to cover most of Europe’s 
territory.

The 1987 deal has surged as a landmark point 
in U.S.-Russian relations under Donald Trump 
and Vladimir Putin in 2018. This stemmed 
from Washington’s mounting irritation  
to Moscow’s constant noncompliance with the 

U.S. ultimatum

treaty as well as the lack of response to the U.S. 
calls for observing the pact. Interestingly, 
Moscow insisted on rebuilding its ties with the 
United States. Not incidentally, while commen-
ting on intelligence reports on Russia’s develo-
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ping banned medium-range missiles, U.S. 
Defense Secretary James Mattis referred to 
Russia’s behavior as „double-faced.” Un the 
autumn of 2018, after many years of diplomatic 
efforts and threats, Washington decided  
to terminate the INF Treaty.

On October 20, 2018, U.S. President Donald 
Trump announced that his country will end 
the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty 
if Moscow does not comply with the agre-
ement. Trump accused Russia of having viola-
ted the pact „for many years” and declared that 
Washington would develop its weapons if 
Russia and China do not cease to do so. The 
British newspaper Guardian reported on the 
same day that an influential security advisor  
to the U.S. President John Bolton was pushing 
for the United States to withdraw from a Cold 
War-era arms control treaty but faced opposi-
tion from within the U.S. Department of State, 
the Pentagon and U.S. allies. Washington was 
reported to have briefed its European partners 
about Bolton’s proposal to sound their reac-
tions, the British daily wrote in the article.
What it heard must have been satisfactory 
because Trump publicly threatened with the 
U.S. pullout of the treaty, a document that for 
over the past three decades had been eyed by 
Europe as one of the pillars of security.

President Donald Trump said on October 22, 
2018, that Washington will build up its nuclear 
arsenal, adding that his remark aims to put 
pressure on Russia and China. And Moscow 
must have had a closer look at what Trump had 
said, given that his words coincided with 
Bolton’s two-day trip to the Russian capital. 
The issue of the INF pact dominated bilateral 
talks than took place shortly after Pentagon 
Chief James Mattis and his Russian counter-

On October 20, 2018, U.S. 
President Donald Trump 
announced that his coun-
try will end the Interme-
diate-Range Nuclear Forces 
if Moscow does not comply 
with the agreement.  
Trump accused Russia  
of having violated the pact 
„for many years.”
part Shoigu met in Singapore on October 20, 
2018. U.S. National Security Advisor John 
Bolton spent „nearly five hours” in talks with 
Russian Security Council chief Nikolai Patru-
shev. The U.S. top official held later a series of 
meetings with Russian Defense Minister Sergei 
Shoigu, Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and 
Presidential Aide Yuri Ushakov. Bolton’s visit 
culminated with a 90-minute session in the 
Kremlin with Vladimir Putin. During his 
two-day stay in Russia, Bolton met with several 
Russian senior officials, informing them about 
Trump’s stance on the INF Treaty. Although 
the U.S. security advisor had not handed in  
a formal withdrawal note, he made it clear that 
Washington had made a definite decision. 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said that 
the Kremlin evaluated that „the U.S. side has 
made a decision and will soon formalize its 
process of quitting the agreement.”16 After 
Bolton’s visit to Moscow, Russian media outlets 
and political commentators said that Russia 
and the United States had come back to their 
Cold War-era deterrence policy. Russian 
Deputy Foreign Minister said in an interview 
for Financial Times that Moscow’s relations 

[16] Under the provisions of the INF Treaty, the United States shall submit a withdrawal note to Russia with a six-month notice period.
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MOSCOW, OCTOBER 2018. U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR JOHN BOLTON HOLDS TALKS  
WITH RUSSIAN PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN. 

SOURCE: KREMLIN.RU
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After Bolton’s visit to Mo-
scow in October 2018, 
Russian media outlets and 
political commentators 
officially stated that Russia 
and the United States had 
come back to their Cold 
War-era deterrence policy.

with the West fell to the worst point since the 
Cold War. For his part, Vladimir Putin decla-
red on October 24, 2018, that Russia’s response 
to the U.S. pullout of the treaty would be quick 
and effective, mainly by developing new 
medium-range ballistic and cruise missiles.17

It seems that Moscow was right while claiming 
that Washington is determined to walk away 

from the INF Treaty, saying this would happen 
regardless of its actions. November 2018 saw 
further accusations from the U.S. administra-
tion and intelligence services and Russia’s 
attempts to counterattack by rebuffing Wa-
shington’s claims and blaming the United 
States for breaching the deal. In early Decem-
ber 2018, Washington outlined the situation  
to its NATO allies. „Russia now has the last 
chance to come back into compliance with the 
INF Treaty,” NATO Secretary General Jens 
Stoltenberg said on December 4, 2018, in his 
remarks. At a Brussels meeting, NATO foreign 
ministers called on Russia to return to full 
compliance with the Intermediate-range 
Nuclear Forces Treaty. Their joint statement 
corroborated the Kremlin’s noncompliance  
of the nuclear arms control pact, arguing that  
it is Moscow’s responsibility to maintain within 
its force. Importantly, all NATO allies adopted 
a straightforward decision, a step that must 

[17] https://www.interfax.ru/russia/634890?mc_cid=fb66fd5866&mc_eid=337d3d692f
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have disappointed Russia, especially that U.S. 
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo presented at 
the Brussels meeting Moscow with an ultima-
tum, making Russia either again observe the 
INF nuclear disarmament deal.18 Russia had 60 
days to comply, or else the United States would 
start withdrawing from the agreement. In an 
official statement released on December 4, 
2018, the U.S. administration said there is 
evidence that “since 2013 Russia had developed 
its 9M729 program, with more than 30 engage-
ments at all levels of the Russian government.” 
Russia has repeatedly changed its cover story 
regarding its violating missile. For more than 
four years, “Russia denied the existence of the 
rocket and provided no information about it, 

despite the U.S. provision to Russia of the 
location of the tests and the names of the 
companies involved in the development and 
production of the missile. Russia only admitted 
that the missile existed after we publicly anno-
unced the missile system’s Russian designator 
but claimed that the missile was incapable of 
ranges beyond 500 kilometers and, therefore, 
INF Treaty-compliant,” the statement reads. 
Washington said it had convened five meetings 
of the parties’ technical experts to discuss 
Russia’s INF Treaty violation since 2014. At 
each of these meetings, the United States 
pressed Russia on its violating missile and 
urged it to come back into compliance. These 
actions were met with denial, though.

Moscow’s response was swift and sharp. On 
December 5, 2018, President Vladimir Putin 
warned that Russia will develop missiles 
banned under a Cold War agreement if the 
United States exits the pact. This was a declara-
tion to the Russian public opinion and the 
worldwide community, giving rise to the 
Kremlin-made narrative, under which Trump 
was to be blamed for the INF’s demise. Mosco-
w’s step coincided with its aim to intimidate 
Europe, eyed as the second pillar of its infor-
mation strategy. Russia will target countries 
hosting U.S. missiles if Washington goes ahead 
with plans to pull out of a landmark Cold War 
arms treaty, General Staff chief Valery Gerasi-
mov said on December 5, 2018. Gerasimov, 
who told a briefing for foreign military atta-
ches, said that he seeks to hand them over to 
his superiors and that if „the INF Treaty is 

Russian threats

In December 2018,  
President Vladimir Putin 
warned that Russia will de-
velop missiles banned un-
der a Cold War agreement 
if the United States exits 
the pact. 

annihilated, this would not remain without 
Russia’s response.” A reply from Washington 
came the next day. On December 6, 2018. U.S. 
Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and 
International Security Andrea Thompson said 
Russia must destroy its 9M729 missile systems 
along with their launchers or reduce their 
range capabilities.

[18] https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/04/us-gives-russia-an-ultimatum-and-60-days-on-nuclear-weapons-treaty.html
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MOSCOW, FEBRUARY 2, 2019. VLADIMIR PUTIN HOLDS A WORKING MEETING  
WITH FOREIGN MINISTER SERGEI LAVROV AND DEFENCE MINISTER SERGEI SHOIGU.

SOURCE: KREMLIN.RU
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 In his remarks delivered on December 7, 2018, 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov denied 
that Russia „had violated its obligations under 
the INF Treaty,” adding that Moscow remains 
committed to sticking to its commitment. 
U.S.-Russian statements, demands, and threats 
made it clear that the Pompeo ultimatum failed 
to change anything.

After 60-day grace period had passed on 
February 1, 2019, the U.S. administration 
confirmed its plans to quit the Cold War-era 
deal, with an adequate decision expected to 
enter into force on August 2, 2019, after the 
six-month window, as formally agreed under 
the treaty. Russia’s response came on February 
2, 2019, making Moscow officially pull out of 
the deal on August 3, 2019. In a live broadcast 
meeting with Shoigu and Lavrov in the Krem-
lin on February 2, 2019, Putin announced the 

On February 1, 2019,  
the U.S. administration 
confirmed its intention  
to quit the INF deal, with 
an adequate decision 
expected to enter into force 
on August 2, 2019, after the 
six-month window,  
as formally agreed under 
the treaty. Russia’s response 
came on February 2, 2019, 
making Moscow officially 
pull out of the pact  
on August 3, 2019.
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suspension of Russia’s participation in the INF 
Treaty, saying that Moscow will not deploy 
intermediate-range or short-range weapons to 
Europe or elsewhere until U.S. weapons of this 
kind are deployed to the corresponding regions 
of the world. This was a lie, given the Moscow’s 
earlier consent to make the 9M729 missiles 
enter combat service. Russian Foreign Ministry 
informed on March 19, 2019, that Moscow is 
pushed for preparing for a potential U.S. 
deployment of brand-new medium-range 
missiles while rebuking claims that Russian 
activities pose a threat in the missile sphere.

On June 19, 2019, the State Duma, the lower 
house of the Russian parliament, adopted a law 
on suspending the country’s participation in 
the Intermediate Nuclear Forces Treaty. Earlier, 
Vladimir Putin had signed a decree on suspen-
ding Moscow’s obligation under the pact. 
Addressing Russian lawmakers on June 24, 
2019, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei 
Ryabkov said that the U.S. deployment of 
land-based missile systems near Russia’s 
borders could lead to a stand-off comparable to 
the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. „Representatives 
of the U.S. administration and the Pentagon 
(...) keep saying that the United States and the 
North Atlantic Alliance have no plans or 
intentions to deploy missiles systems with such 
range capabilities on European soil. But what is 
now taking place with the NATO-Russia 
Founding Act, in which it was stated that the 
Alliance has no plans, intentions or reasons to 
field troops close to the Russian borders, in the 
territory of new states, shows that this is 
volatile”, Ryabkov said.

On July 3, 2019, Vladimir Putin signed a new 
law on suspending Moscow’s participation in 
the INF Treaty. Russia, for its part, cited Wa-

shington’s decision to pull out of the agre-
ement. Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria 
Zakharova said on July 4, 2019, that in a big 
goodwill gesture, Moscow will not deploy its 
ground-launched intermediate- and shorter-
-range missiles, „until Washington deploys 
missiles of the same class in the designated 
regions.” In the further part of her comments, 
she assessed that „no concrete proof ” of 
Russia’s violation of the treaty had so far been 
delivered, adding that Moscow „did every-
thing” it could “to save the INF Treaty.” The 
NATO-Russia meeting was convened the next 
day, serving as a platform for discussing the 
Treaty on the Elimination of Their Intermedia-
te-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles. Speaking 
after the summit, NATO Secretary General 

“Moscow will not, in a big 
goodwill gesture, deploy 
its ground-launched inter-
mediate- and shorter-range 
missiles, as stipulated by 
the treaty, until Washing-
ton deploys missiles of the 
same class in the designa-
ted regions,” Russian Fore-
ign Ministry Maria  
Zakharova said in July 
2019. But the problem  
is that, according to the 
intelligence data gathered 
by NATO countries, Russia 
fielded such weapons  
a few years before.
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Jens Stoltenberg said he did not hear anything 
of Russia being willing to come back into 
compliance.19 Russia’s representative at NATO 
informed that Moscow rebuked the Council’s 
accusations of terminating the pact. In its 
official statement released following the NA-
TO-Russia Council meeting, Russian represen-
tatives wrote that Moscow has no intention to 
place „relevant weapons in Europe and other 
regions as long as there are no U.S. missiles of 

short and medium-range there.” Russia called 
on NATO allies to submit similar declarations. 
On July 15, 2019, NATO Secretary General 
made an appeal to Russia to preserve the INF 
Treaty as a cornerstone of the European securi-
ty system. But both Brussels and Washington 
are aware of the demise of the deal, knowing 
that a new action plan needs to be drafted to 
get everyone ready for Europe’s new strategic 
reality.

Although Trump’s October statement was  
a surprise to the U.S. allies in Europe, it needs 
to be stressed that the American leader sought 
his response to Russia’s activities to be develo-
ped jointly with NATO and its allies. Since 
2017, Washington has made efforts to work out 
a common solution, also by presenting in the 
summer of 2017 a non-paper that contained 
plausible proposals. They all intended to boost 
the ability of NATO’s Western European states 
to defend their territories against Russian 
missile systems, by bolstering their anti-aircraft 
defense or early warning systems, and to deter 
Russia, mainly by introducing enhanced 
rotating activity of U.S. B-2 and B-52 bomber 
jets in Europe and suggested including China 
and Russia in the INF Treaty. NATO allies 
conducted long-lasting negotiations at the 
initiative of the Obama administration. The 
issue was part of the official agenda of the July 
2018 NATO summit in Brussels when leaders 
voiced their concern over Moscow’s further 
steps. Russia’s withdrawal from the pact was 
one of the crucial matters discussed at the 
NATO defense ministers meeting in October 

(Still?) United West

2018. On October 2, 2018, in Brussels, U.S. 
Ambassador to NATO Kay Bailey Hutchison 
told reporters that at present, Russia must halt 
its development of a banned cruise missile 
system, furnished with missiles capable of 
carrying nuclear warheads, or the United States 
will seek to destroy it before it is ready to be 
fielded. If the 9M729 missile system becomes 
operational, she warned, the United States „wo-
uld be looking at the capability to take out  
a missile that could hit America or any of our 
allied countries in Europe.”

Donald Trump’s tough stance on the INF 
Treaty was welcomed by most of the U.S. 
European allies. On October 21, 2018, UK 
Defense Secretary Gavin Williamson accused 
Russia of breaking the agreement, saying 
Moscow had made a „mockery” of the INF.  
In an interview for Financial Times, he said 
that the United Kingdom will „stand resolute 
behind the United States” in pointing out that 
„Russia must comply with what it had signed.” 
On October 22, 2018, the U.S. stance was 
backed by the most important country  

[19] https://warsawinstitute.org/pl/pogrzeb-inf-wina-rosji/
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of NATO’s eastern flank. While in Brussels, 
Poland’s Foreign Minister Jacek Czaputowicz 
said that Warsaw „understands Washington’s 
actions taken to withdraw from its agreement 
with Russia on eliminating medium-range and 
intermediate-range nuclear missiles.” He 
argued that terminating the pact will not lower 
Poland’s security because Russia, which has 
already violated the agreement, is a threat to 
the country, and not the United States. NATO’s 

spokeswoman Oana Lungescu stated that „in 
the absence of any credible answer from Russia 
on this new missile, allies believe that the most 
plausible assessment would be that Russia is in 
violation of the INF Treaty.”

In a statement on the INF Treaty issued on 
December 4, 2018, NATO foreign ministers 
declared that Russia had violated the 1987 deal 
by developing and making operational its 
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BRUSSELS, DECEMBER 4, 2018. PRESS CONFERENCE OF NATO SECRETARY GENERAL  
JENS STOLTENBERG AFTER A NATO FOREIGN MINISTERS MEETING.
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In a statement on the INF 
Treaty issued on December 
4, 2018, NATO foreign mi-
nisters declared that Russia 
had violated the 1987 deal 
by developing and making 
operational its missile sys-
tems furnished with 9M729 
cruise missiles with a ran-
ge capability of up to 2,500 
kilometers.
missile systems furnished with 9M729 cruise 
missiles with a range capability of up to 2,500 
kilometers20. For Washington, drafting a joint 
statement within NATO structures was  
a successful milestone. Given that part of 
NATO allies, with Germany at the helm, felt 
reluctant about escalating relations with Russia 
in the area of activity that posed a direct threat 

to Europe, data delivered by U.S. intelligence 
services must have deemed compelling. But 
some European countries, including  
the Netherlands, managed to get information 
independently of the U.S. ally. Washington 
made its best efforts to convince its allies  
to acknowledge Trump’s decision on the U.S. 
pullout out the INF pact. Notwithstanding 
that, Berlin and Paris voiced concern about  
the U.S. plans.

The German government regrets the U.S. plan 
to withdraw from the U.S.-Russian nuclear 
arms control deal, German government spoke-
sman Steffen Seibert said on October 22, 2018.
 German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas, for his 
part, said that „American frustration is not 
unfounded,” however adding that „this should 
not lead to spilling the baby out with the 
bathwater” and „would be a big mistake.” Maas 
said Berlin would continue all its diplomatic 
efforts to prevent the INF disarmament agre-
ement from being unilaterally terminated by 
the United States. Trump’s declaration came 

[20] https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/official_texts_161122.htm
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under criticism from French media outlets. 
Washington’s plan to pull out of the pact was 
seen as the president’s yet another deviation 
from international commitments and multila-
teral approaches. Accusations against Russia  
of breaking the deal’s provisions seemed to 
have passed unnoticed, either, with Moscow’s 
stance being widely discussed while neglecting 
Washington’s arguments. Most French dailies 
reprinted the words of an unidentified Russian 
foreign ministry official who was originally 
quoted as saying by AFP news agency that „the 
Americans desire to be the exclusive masters  
of the world.” France’s leftist Le Monde new-
spaper gave its nod to a Russian statement 
saying that Washington’s decision is a part  
of „the U.S. policy of pulling out of internatio-
nal legal agreements.”

Regardless of what objections may be filed by 
France or Germany, NATO as a whole orga-
nism reacted adequately to all threats posed by 
the end of the INF Treaty. In late June 2019, 
Stoltenberg said that the Alliance is now 
considered the possibility to deploy new 
defense systems targeted at Russian-made 
medium-range missiles21. NATO countries 
have already discussed plausible retaliatory 
measures against Russia, making it one of the 
top stories of the NATO defense ministers 
meeting at the turn of June and July 2019. The 
Alliance is soon expected to witness a rift 
between those who will take two distinct 
stances. A group of some Western states, 
among which are Germany, France and several 
more countries, will opt for a conservative 
strategy that will comprise both diplomatic 
efforts and the development of a response to 
the threat from Russian-made medium-range 
missiles and anti-aircraft defense missiles. 
Berlin and Paris are unlikely to accept U.S. 

Regardless of what objec-
tions may be filed by Fran-
ce or Germany, NATO  
as a whole organism reac-
ted adequately to all threats 
posed by the end of the INF 
Treaty. In late June 2019, 
Stoltenberg said that the 
Alliance is now considered 
the possibility to deploy 
new defense systems targe-
ted at Russian-made me-
dium-range missiles.
medium-range cruise missiles to be deployed 
on European soil. Some U.S. allies, especially 
those who feel most intimidated by Russia, 
permitted this scenario, along with the increase 
in the arsenal of ship-launched and aircraft-
-launched medium-range cruise missiles.

The United States has already launched  
a program for developing new medium-range 
missiles. In the autumn of 2018, the Pentagon 
began awarding contracts to a number of 
companies from the United States and else-
where. The list of the Pentagon’s contractors 
included Raytheon ($536.8 million), Lockheed 
Martin ($267.6 million), Boeing ($244.7 
million), BAE Systems ($47.4 million) and 
Thales ($16.2 million).22 In March 2019, the 
Pentagon confirmed its plan to create new 
ground-launched cruise missiles23. But the 
United States may take two or three more years 
to build, produce and dislocate its cutting-edge 
weapons. Developing U.S. medium-range 
missiles will depend on whether they can be 

[21] https://www.nato.int/cps/ru/natohq/opinions_167246.htm
[22] Nina Larson: Missile contracts surge as US exits arms treaty: study. AFP 02.05.2019.
[23] https://aviationweek.com/defense/us-revive-glcm-fabrication-inf-treaty-withdrawal
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used, or fielded in all places where this would 
make sense, either in Europe or Asia. If U.S. 
allies refuse to host missiles on their territory, 
the U.S. Congress may no longer bankroll their 
production. Back on November 29, 2018,  
a group of Democratic senators released a draft 
bill that stipulated for preventing the medium-
-range missile program from being financed 
until the administration successfully meets 
some conditions, also by indicating where such 
weapons should be fielded.

It remains obscure whether U.S.-made me-
dium-range missiles would be dispatched in 
Europe. To Russia’s satisfaction, the majority  
of European NATO states, with Germany at 
the helm, do not want any more weapons to be 
fielded on their soil, fearing Moscow’s threats 
to target its missiles at any states that would 
install U.S. weapons. But some states  
of NATO’s eastern flank, see this matter diffe-
rently, being eager, such as Poland, to host U.S. 
medium-range missiles within the framework  
of U.S.-Polish military cooperation.

The Kremlin has been willing to quit the INF 
Treaty since 2007, that is when work on deve-
loping medium-range cruise missiles first 
kicked off. In June 2013, such was the opinion 
of Russia’s former defense minister and Krem-
lin chief of staff Sergei Ivanov.24 Moscow’s top 
political and military officials never welcomed 
the constraints of the deal. Both Putin and 
Russian generals publicly slammed the pact for 
being unfair and unequal, almost traitorous, 
because it forced the Soviet Union to scrap 
twice as many missiles as compared to those  
of the United States in the 1980s. This, howe-
ver, stemmed from the fact that the USSR had 
boasted about a better-developed component 
of its nuclear forces. Pro-government media 
outlets referred to the 1987 pact as forced upon 
Moscow by the United States and much more 
favorable for Washington. In February 2007, 
Yuri Baluyevsky, chief of Russia’s General Staff, 
openly declared Moscow’s intention to quit  
the Cold War-era deal. Putin was quoted  
as saying in October 2007 that „it will be 
difficult for Russia to keep within the frame-

Russian goals

work of the treaty” in a situation where other 
countries, especially China, do develop such 
weapons systems, while the nuclear nonprolife-
ration deal refers to two countries: Russia  
and the United States. Back in time, Russia 
promoted the idea of the INF treaty spreading 
„all over the world,” preparing the ground for 

Russian authorities never 
welcomed the constraints 
of the deal. Both Putin and 
Russian generals publicly 
slammed the pact for being 
unfair because, back  
in 1980s, it forced the  
Soviet Union to scrap twice 
as many missiles as compa-
red to those of the United 
States.

[24] https://ria.ru/20130621/945019919.html
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RUSSIAN SHORT-RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES COVER WITH THEIR RANGE 
MOST OF THE COUNTRIES LOCATED AT NATO’S EASTERN FLANK.
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[25] http://www.interfax-russia.ru/print.asp?id=988301&type=view&mc_cid=0ddc1a7d74&mc_eid=337d3d692f

its future withdrawal from the pact. Although 
Moscow did not take action, Putin kept lamba-
sting the deal. 

Putin began to talk warmly about the INF 
while praising its role in maintaining strategic 
stability after Donald Trump announced the 
U.S. withdrawal from the agreement. Under 
the Russian narrative, which so far rebuffed 
allegations of having breached the treaty and 
passed the buck on Washington, the United 
States was to be blamed for burying the INF 
Treaty. What is worth being analyzed is that 
Moscow accused the United States of violating 
the deal, a classic example of a „putting-the-
-cart-before-the-horse” strategy, making 
everyone else think that Washington was the 
first to have stopped to comply with the pact.

On December 5, 2018, Russian Chief of Gene-
ral Staff Valery Gerasimov made allegations 

In October 2007, Putin 
said that „it will be difficult 
for Russia to keep within 
the framework of the tre-
aty” in a situation where 
“other countries,” especial-
ly China, do develop such 
weapons systems, while  
the nuclear nonprolifera-
tion deal refers to two  
countries: Russia  
and the United States.
against the United States, saying that25 the 
Pentagon had used dummy rockets with 
properties similar to Iranian or Korean mid-
-range missiles to test its missile-defense 
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[26] https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R43832

interceptors. Another alleged example of 
Washington’s own INF violation was the use by 
the Pentagon of long-range attack drones 
(UCAV). Last but not least, Washington could 
take advantage of the offensive use of the 
anti-missile defense system in Romania. This 
gave rise for increased concern, with Russia 
claiming that there is a hypothetical possibility 
of deploying, at the Romanian military base of 
Deveselu, a battery of SM-3 Aegis Ashore 
interceptors in silo launchers constructed using 
standard МK-41 launch tubes, mainly used to 
launch Tomahawk cruise missiles. The Russian 
military has been arguing the warhead-less 
SM-3 interceptors at Deveselu could be secretly 
replaced by Tomahawks and used in a surprise 
attack against sensitive targets in Russia, for 
example Putin’s presidential residence in Sochi.

According to the U.S. administration, VLS are 
to be deployed onboard while the INF Treaty 
provides for ground-based systems. Without 
any prior tests, Tomahawks cannot be used 
while installing an anti-missile shield. Russia 
has not even mentioned such attempts but 
continues to claim that Washington may break 
the INF Treaty while swiftly replacing the 
SM-3 ballistic missile interceptors with Toma-
hawk cruise missiles in the Aegis Ashore 
launchers dislocated in Poland and Romania. 
But this would make no sense, neither military 
nor technical. U.S. nuclear arsenals have no 
nuclear-tipped Tomahawks while in order  
to severely hit Russia, thousands of rockets 
carrying conventional warheads will have to be 
fired. In 2012, Barack Obama ordered to swap 
the last batches of BGM-109A Tomahawk 
cruise missiles. In October 2018, Russian 
allegations were commented on by Amy  
Woolf, a specialist in nuclear weapons policy. 
In a report for the Congressional Research 

The very first test launch of 
the Novator 9M729 missile 
took place in 2008, coinci-
ding with Putin’s famous 
Munich speech, in which 
the president prompted 
Russian military build-up 
policy.

Service, she wrote that the missile defense 
Mk-41 system uses some of the same structural 
components as the sea-based system, but 
argued that it „lacks the software, fire-control 
hardware, support equipment, and other 
infrastructure needed to launch offensive 
ballistic or cruise missiles such as the Toma-
hawk26.”

The very first test launch of the Novator 9M729 
missile took place in 2008, coinciding with 
Putin’s famous speech in Munich that promp-
ted Russian military build-up policy. The 
Iskander launcher, once modified for the use of 
medium-range missiles, is far cheaper than  
a missile cruiser while its maintenance costs 
little, compared to what costs are generated by 
warships, submarines or strategic bombers. 
And it is easier to hide an Iskander-K from the 
enemy’s eyes that to camouflage a frigate. The 
low-cost deployment of such launchers will 
open Russia’s door to strike a blow to U.S. 
troops, bases and allies in Europe, Asia and the 
Middle East.

Russian generals and the Kremlin’s „party of 
war” were happy to welcome Trump’s decision 
to pull out of the INF Treaty as this provided 
Moscow with an alibi for formally abandoning 
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its commitments under the 1987 nuclear arms 
control deal. Those in Russia who are in favor 
of burying the pact say that the United States 
will not field its medium-range missiles in 
Europe even after withdrawing from the 
agreement. This would be equivalent to Mo-
scow’s monopoly on ground-based missiles 
with range capabilities between 500 and 5,500 
kilometers. Referred to as cheap in production 
and operation, ground-based mobile launchers 
are likely to hit U.S. bases and allies in Europe 
and the Middle East, with intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBM) all being targeted at 
the United States. This would pave Putin’s way 
for blackmailing the West, allowing him to 
negotiate the lifting of sanctions or concessions 
on such thorny issues as the annexation  
of Crimea or the war in Donbas. This explains 
the fact why Russia cares little about U.S. 
nuclear bombs deployed to Europe and Turkey, 
or it pays practically no attention to anti-missi-
le shield systems in Romania and Poland. 
Naturally, these military installations will serve 
Russian diplomats merely as an argument in a 
new round of talks. Moscow seeks to revive the 
discussion on the European security system 
and its brand-new shape, with Russia reaping 
considerable benefits at the expense of Wa-
shington. Putin intends to take advantage  
of the expiry of Europe’s security policy deal  
to ignite rows within the Euro-Atlantic com-
munity and the European Union. The Kremlin 
pushed for intimidating Europe with its cut-
ting-edge weapons while hoping to force 
Europe to discuss the issue of security yet on 
Russian terms. On October 24, 2018, Vladimir 
Putin said Russia would immediately target 
any European nation that agreed to send U.S. 
medium-range missiles on their soil. Speaking 
at a joint press conference with Italian Prime 
Minister Giuseppe Conte, Putin said that 

Russia „will naturally have to respond symme-
trically” if these missiles are sent to Europe 
after the INF Treaty expires. European coun-
tries that agree to this, he said, „must realize 
that they will put their own territory at risk  
of a retaliatory strike.” 

Russian information strategy is aimed at 
shifting full political responsibility for the 
INF’s demise onto the United States to skilfully 
ignite tensions in transatlantic bonds. The 
Kremlin is in the hope of observing disputes 
over the plausible deployment of U.S. medium-
-range missiles in Europe. Some  European 
countries, with Germany at the helm, will 
reluctantly eye NATO’s offensive attack, fearing 
an arms race and fiercer relations with Mo-
scow. This behavior stands in stark contrast to 
the attitude adopted by the United States, the 
United Kingdom and the countries of NATO’s 
eastern flank. If efforts are made to field U.S. 
missiles in some NATO countries under 

Russian information stra-
tegy is aimed at shifting 
full political responsibility 
for the INF’s demise onto 
the United States to ignite 
tensions in transatlantic 
bonds. Some  European 
countries, with Germany 
at the helm, will reluctantly 
eye NATO’s offensive at-
tack, fearing an arms race 
and fiercer relations with 
Moscow.
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[28] https://freebeacon.com/national-security/trump-administration-announces-u-s-withdrawal-from-inf-treaty/
[29] https://media.defense.gov/2018/Feb/02/2001872886/-1/-1/1/2018-NUCLEAR-POSTURE-REVIEW-FINAL-REPORT.PDF

bilateral agreements, other members of the 
Alliance may react sharply, with tensions 
running high within NATO – to the delight to 
Russia. Moscow hopes that warmer ties with 
some of the Western countries will embrace 
Germany, Italy and France, drawing all the 
three states into a debate on sealing with Russia 
a deal being somewhat a European version of 
the INF pact. To put it bluntly, the Kremlin 
intends to get concessions from Europe in 

exchange for the promise of not targeting 
Russian-made 9M729 missiles and other 
weapons at the Western part of the Old Conti-
nent. And Berlin or Paris may be tempted by  
a Moscow-made vision of greater independen-
ce in foreign policy, which would entangle the 
EU’s avoidance in the arms race between the 
United States on the other hand while China 
and Russia on the other.27

The U.S. decision to quit the INF deal was 
inevitable, even despite all image-related costs 
and political risks stemming from mounting 
tensions within both Europe and the Euro-
-Atlantic community. The INF pact limited the 
U.S. operational capabilities towards Russia 
and China. U.S. President Donald Trump said 
that the United States „cannot be the only 
country in the world unilaterally bound by this 
treaty, or any other.”28 

Those who chided Trump’s decision say that he 
did labor to Moscow that, despite blatant 
evidence of having breached the treaty, may 
blame Washington for the collapse of the pact. 
Critics say that the U.S. quitting the agreement 
will not solidify the U.S. security because the 
country will not have in the foreseeable future 
any ground-based ballistic or cruise medium-
-range missiles to be deployed. While the first 
accusation can be true, the second one displays 
imbalances in weapons possessed in favor of 
Russia as a temporary phenomenon – once 
U.S. missiles are fielded on European soil. In 
the long run, Washington will have a greater 
potential for developing its medium-range 

U.S. goals

missiles than Russia. Although Moscow thre-
atens to deploy its missiles after the INF Treaty 
expires, it has de facto dispatched nuclear 
weapons for quite a long time.

Washington could no longer accept Russia’s 
noncompliance with the deal and its plans to 
develop a certain kind of weapons while the 
United States stuck to the agreement and did 
not have such a missile in its arsenal. Following 
its withdrawal from the INF Treaty, the United 
States will be able to develop a weapon with a 
range capability comparable to those of the 
9M729 rocket to counter Russian threats. This 
is likely to restore part of mutual deterrence 
strategies in Europe. In its February 2018 
report titled Nuclear Posture Review, the 
Pentagon recommended commencing research 
on the development of the ground-launched 
intermediate-range and medium-range missile 
and the sea-based cruise missile furnished with 
nuclear warheads29. The Pentagon is capable of 
building a brand-new ground-launched me-
dium-range cruise missile within a few months 
after the U.S. decision to pull out of the INF 
pact. A provision that gives the green light to 
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Washington could no lon-
ger put up with Russia’s 
noncompliance with the 
deal and its plans to deve-
lop a certain kind of we-
apons while not having 
such a missile in its stock-
pile. Following its withdra-
wal from the INF Treaty, 
the United States will be 
able to develop a weapon 
with a range capability 
comparable to those of the 
9M729 rocket to counter 
Russian threats.
such a step is contained in the U.S. Congress 
the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) 
Treaty Preservation Act of 2017.
The Trump administration has already anno-
unced plans to upgrade the U.S. strategic 
arsenal, encompassing the medium-range 
missiles. The October 2017 report of the 
Congressional Budget Office forecasted that 
the program would cost about $1.6 trillion in 
30 years. The process of developing U.S. missi-
les may run on two tracks, with modifying 
already-existing missiles and building entirely 
new ones. Fielding U.S. medium-range we-
apons may pose a greater risk to Russia that a 
widely criticized anti-missile shield system. 
Pavel Felgenhauer, an independent Russian mi-
litary analyst, wrote in the autumn of 2018 that 
„some NATO members argue that it is now 
vital to recognize the INF’s demise and to 

brace for fielding new ultra-precise, intelligent 
and secretly hidden Euromissiles that could 
detect and destroy mobile ground targets.”
 The analyst later said that „this variant pre-
sents a threat to Russian silos and mobile 
intercontinental missiles, much worse than any 
anti-missile shield to be deployed in the future 
and, first and foremost, technically possible in 
a short time.”30 

There may be yet another reason why the U.S. 
withdrawal from the INF Treaty might turn 
sour for Russia. Moscow was keen to combine 
the matter of medium-range missiles with 
other disarmament issues, including hoping to 
limit the anti-missile shield program or extend 
the New START Treaty.31 The agreement is set 
to expire in February 2021 and the United 
States has not yet decided to renew the pact. 
Russia, for its part, holds greater interest in 
extending the deal negotiated and signed by 
Barack Obama and Dmitry Medvedev in 
January 2010 in Prague. Under the agreement, 
both countries committed themselves to halve 
the number of their launchers and strategic 
nuclear warheads. The Kremlin sought to 
convince the United States to halt or abandon 
the idea of installing an anti-ballistic missile 
defense system in Poland and Romania,  
a similar facility in Japan. Also, Moscow raised 
the issue of imposing limits on developing U.S. 
conventional precision weapons while insisting 
on Washington’s guarantees on outer space 
demilitarization32. When taking an ultimate 
decision on the INF Treaty, Donald Trump 
made it clear for Russia that it cannot play one 
nuclear disarmament pact to reap benefits 
while negotiating a new deal. A plan to join the 
INF Treaty and the New Start agreement was 
part of the agenda at the July 2018 summit in 
Helsinki.
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HELSINKI, JULY 16, 2018. U.S. PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP ATTENDS A PRESS CONFERENCE  
AFTER A MEETING WITH VLADIMIR PUTIN.
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The U.S. administration’s tough stance on the 
INF Treaty goes in line with Moscow’s disap-
pointment with Trump’s policies – also refer-
ring to other vital issues for U.S.-Russian 
bilateral ties – pursued after a Helsinki sum-
mit. While responding to Russian aggression, 
Trump is following a way stricter policy than 
his predecessor ever did. From Washington’s 
point of view, the level of danger in Europe 
rose sharply after the annexation of Crimea. 
Russia has ignored international rules and does 
not hesitate to use direct force. And its non-
compliance with the INF Treaty is just one of 
many examples of such rogue behavior. Indeed, 
the dispute over the INF Treaty and the burial 
of the arms reduction deal that brings back the 
memory of Moscow’s former superpower 
status are not at all beneficial to the Kremlin, 
preventing Russia from improving its relations 
with Washington. Cited by the Kommersant 
newspaper Vladimir Vasiliev, Chief Researcher 
at the Institute of the USA and Canada,  

The Kremlin sought to co-
nvince the United States  
to abandon the idea of in-
stalling an anti-ballistic 
missile defense system 
in Romania and Poland. 
When taking an ultimate 
decision on the INF Treaty, 
Donald Trump made it  
clear for Russia that it can-
not play one nuclear disar-
mament pact to reap bene-
fits while negotiating  
a new deal.
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[33] https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-11/china-poses-top-threat-for-decades-ahead-top-u-s-general-says

the Russian Academy of Sciences, commented 
on Bolton’s visit to Moscow, saying that the 
U.S. withdrawal from the INF has a political 
undertone, which is very important for Mo-
scow. „By breaking the INF deal, which had 
served as a basis for the previous partnership, 
the US lists Russia among politically illegitima-
te states such as North Korea,” Vasiliev told the 
paper.

But what should not be forgotten is that the 
INF deal is not only a joint matter of the 
United States, Russia and Europe, especially  
if an attempt is made to evaluate and analyze 
Trump’s policy in this respect. It is also about 
China. Washington sees further negotiations 
on a new medium-range missile control deal  
as valid if such a pact covers the United States, 
Russia and China. Beijing has for years develo-
ped its sea-launched, air-launched and ground-
-launched missile with different range capabili-
ties. While visiting Moscow in October 2018, 
U.S. National Security Advisor John Bolton 
told the Kommersant newspaper that „some-
where between one-third and one-half  
of China’s total ballistic missile capability 
would violate the INF Treaty. So, the chance 
they are going to destroy, perhaps as much  
as a half of their ballistic missiles is just not 
realistic.” China is not a party to the INF deal 
and is currently committed to developing its 
medium-range missiles that pose a threat to 
the U.S. naval fleet and military facilities in the 
Pacific. Washington voiced concern over 
China’s nuclear reinforcement plan while 
struggles to sign a disarmament treaty with 
Beijing was one of the reasons behind the U.S. 
pullout of the INF pact. Without such a deal, 
the United States could easily exert pressure  
on Beijing, also by fielding its medium-range 
nuclear missiles on Asian soil. 

But what should not be for-
gotten is that the INF deal 
is not only a joint matter  
of the United States, Russia 
and Europe. It is also abo-
ut China. Washington sees 
further negotiations  
on a new medium-range 
missile control deal as valid 
if such a pact covers three 
countries: the United  
States, Russia and China.

Chinese-made ground launchers for its me-
dium-range weapons are now a strong link  
in the national defense system aiming to 
safeguard the country against seaborne attacks. 
Chinese weapons play the role of neutralizing 
hostile warships, especially aircraft carriers,  
at a distance from the Chinese shoreline that 
prevents the enemy from firing targets in 
eastern and southern regions of the country. 
China has in its stockpile many medium-range 
missiles, most prominent of which are the 
DF-21D anti-ship ballistic missiles. To be 
capable of nullifying Chinese launchers, the 
United States would need to field its medium-
-range weapons also on Japanese territory. 
Testifying before the Senate Armed Services 
Committee in July, U.S. Army Gen. Mark A. 
Milley, nominee to become the next chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that warhead-
-tipped conventional ground medium-range 
missiles might help deter the increasing milita-
ry threat from China.33
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„We are now talking about the INF Treaty and 
the future of the nuclear arms reduction New 
Start treaty is unclear. It is very dangerous to 
dismantle a global arms control system.
There would be nothing left except an arms 
race,” Vladimir Putin gave his warning on 
October 24, 2018. Moscow’s stance on the 1987 
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty 
shows that the Kremlin is ready to embark on 
an arms race, seeking to impose its own rules. 
After Bolton informed the Kremlin about the 
U.S. withdrawal from the pact, Evgeny Buzhin-
sky, a senior vice president of the Russian 
Center for Policy Studies and a retired Russian 
lieutenant general, stated that „the countries 
are now entering a stage of containment in the 
area of strategic stability,” based on „asymme-
tric responses” from Russia. Back in 2008, 
Buzhinsky had also warned against Moscow’s 
„asymmetric responses” to an anti-missile 
shield system. What does this mean? Russia’s 
most belligerent military experts and politi-
cians mentioned an intention to manufacture  
a powerful weapon that, once targeted at the 
United States, will make the Washington 
political elite keener to negotiate and withdraw 
all punitive measures imposed so far. Cited by 
Russian press outlets, Konstantin Sivkov,  
a retired military official, suggested the pro-
duction of or 50 mega-warheads – with a yield 
of more than 100 megatons each – for ICBMs 
or extra-long-range torpedoes. The use of such 
a powerful arsenal would destroy the U.S.  
in a single swift blow, leading to a tectonic rift 
in California and initiating an eruption  
of Yellowstone’s supervolcano. But Vladimir 
Putin also saw this cutting-edge Russian 
Wunderwaffe as a system allegedly designed  

Limited arms race
to modify the world’s strategic balance  
of power. Among offensive missile systems that 
pose a threat to both Europe and the United 
States are Onyx anti-ship missiles (with range 
capabilities between 400 and 500 kilometres), 
air-launched Kiznhal missiles (with a range 
between 1,500 and 2,000 kilometres) and the 
nuclear-capable underwater drone Poseidon, 
with virtually unlimited range due to its 
nuclear autonomous torpedo. Developing the 
Russian medium-range missile program, a step 
that will rapidly accelerate after the country 
exits the INF Treaty, goes in line with Mosco-
w’s warlike tendency. A restriction will no 
longer exist.

A day after Washington formally announced  
its plan to quit the INF Treaty, on February 2, 
2019, Putin and Shoigu agreed that Russia 
should develop new ground-based medium-
-range hypersonic missiles by 2020. Russian 

„We are now talking about 
the INF Treaty and  
the future of the nuclear 
arms reduction New Start 
treaty is unclear. It is very 
dangerous to dismantle  
a global arms control sys-
tem. There would be no-
thing left except an arms 
race,” Vladimir Putin war-
ned in October 2018.
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officials made it clear to commence work on 
boosting the range capability of the Iskander-
-M ballistic rocket from 480 to between 700 
and 800 kilometers. Putin ordered the Russian 
defense ministry to launch research and design 
engineering work on creating a ground-based 
variant of the medium-range missile Kalibr to 
be based on warships and a new version  
of intermediate-range and medium-range 
hypersonic weapons. Apart from developing 
Russian-made 9M729s, Russia is working on  
a silo-launched ballistic missile RS-26 Rubezh. 
Relatively small, albeit with a range capability 
of between 2,000 and 6,000 kilometers, the 
road-mobile RS-26 Rubezh belongs to the 
family of ICBMs, meeting the requirements for 
medium-range ballistic missiles. But it is  
a smaller derivative on the Yars ICBM. This 
would be equivalent to manufacturing Rubezh 
missiles in the same plants where Yars ICBM 
are assembled, giving no more than 20 pieces 
per year, though. This might have prompted 
Russia to postpone its RS-26 Rubezh defense 
program until 2027.

So what is the INF’s burial likely to change in 
Russia’s nuclear potential and the actual balan-
ce of power? Nothing much. Back in the 
autumn of 2018, Russia had in its atomic 
stockpile a few kinds of missiles with a range 
between 500 and 5,500 kilometers or those that 
could be easily adapted to reach such capabili-
ties. Also, Russia disposes of a wide range of 
missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads 
that do not act in violation of the INF Treaty, 
but are potentially able to hit something more 
than the countries laying alongside NATO’s 
eastern flank, if firing the Iskander-M systems 
furnished with ballistic weapons with the 
minimum range of 500 kilometers, fielded in 
Luga (Leningrad Oblast) or Kransodar and 

Chernyakhovsk (Kaliningrad Oblast). Once 
deployed aboard Baltic Fleet and Black Sea 
Fleet vessels, Russian-made Kalibr missile 
systems with the maximum range capabilities 
of 1,500 kilometers could target the entire 
European territory.34 A new medium-range 
weapon will probably be deployed alongside 
Russia’s western border, in Kaluga and Tver 
oblasts, some 2,500 kilometers far from Lon-
don. Alternatively, Moscow could opt for its 
Cold War-era locations and dispatch weapons 
in Murmansk Oblast, the North Caucasus, 
Crimea or Kaliningrad. The 9M729 could be 
used to outfit Iskanders in several sites of 
critical strategic importance in both Europe 
and the Middle East. If Moscow decided to 
deploy such missiles in the Crimean Peninsula, 
it could reach the entire territory of Ukraine 
and Central Europe, considerable part  
of Norway, Germany, Belgium, the Nether-
lands, Luxembourg, a significant bit of France, 
Italy, the Balkans, Turkey, Egypt, Israel, Syria 
and Iraq, as well as a substantial part of Saudi 
Arabia, Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and 
the Caucasus countries. Once installed in 
Kaliningrad, the 9M729 system would pose  
a threat to whole Europe, with the exception  

[34] https://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/analizy/2019-02-06/rosyjska-gra-pozorow-wokol-inf

And a new arms race in  
the area of all weapons so 
far prohibited under the 
INF agreement would end 
up with Russia’s failure. 
Moscow therefore will bid  
to exploit the issue of the 
INF Treaty politically.
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of southern Spain and a large part of Portugal. 
Fielded in the Chukotka Peninsula, Russian 
medium-range missiles could jeopardize the 
security of the United States. The Kremlin’s 
decision to dispatch 9M729s to the Kuril 
Islands, where Moscow seeks to build military 
facilities, would seriously endanger South 
Korea and Japan. Theoretically, Russia might 
deploy its missiles to its allied territories, 
though such a step could appear realistic in the 
case of Syria, from where its 9M729s could fly 
to Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, 
some regions of Yemen, Georgia, the Persian 
Gulf and the Red Sea while even targeting 
Djibouti that hosts on its territory a U.S. 
military base. Not to mention other African 
countries, among which are Sudan, Egypt, 
Libya, and Tunisia, as well as the entire Medi-
terranean basis along with the Balkans.

The Kremlin is unlikely to risk tensions run-
ning high amid the dispute that arose after the 
INF-related limitations are lifted. Igniting the 
conflict with the United States any further may 
present a risk of extra punitive measures 
against Moscow. Also, Russia will make efforts 
to prevent U.S.-made medium-range weapons 
from being fielded on European soil. It is 
sooner to be expected that Moscow will show 
off its military capabilities for propaganda 
reasons than take action aimed at actually 
altering the existing balance of power. And  
a new arms race in the area of all weapons so 
far prohibited under the INF agreement would 
mean Russia’s failure. Launching serial produc-
tion of its newest missiles will require  
the change in Russian arms defense industry 
that is likely to last for 2–4 more years while 
incurring additional costs. Moscow therefore 
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will bid to exploit the issue of the INF Treaty 
politically, and the future situation in Europe 
in the area of medium-range weapons deploy-
ed on its soil will to a great extent derive from 
U.S.-EU-Russian trilateral ties. n

A derivative of the U.S.-
-EU-Russia trilateral re-
lationship will determine 
what will happen next  
to the presence of medium-
-range weapons in Europe.
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